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This workshop was organized by Susanne C. Brenner (Columbia), Monique Dauge

(Rennes) and Anna-Margarete S�andig (Stuttgart). The goal of the workshop was to bring

together a group of experts interested in both the analytial and the numerial aspets of

singularities in partial di�erential equations to disuss the latest developments in this area.

It is well-known that solutions of ellipti boundary value problems on smooth domains

are smooth if the data of the problem (oeÆients, soure terms and boundary onditions)

are smooth. However, singularities in the solutions of partial di�erential equations appear

when the domains are non-smooth, when the oeÆients of the equations are non-regular,

or when the boundary onditions hange type. Suh singularities are observed in physial

and engineering problems and they a�et the e�etiveness of numerial methods for partial

di�erential equations. Problems where these singularities are present are among the most

hallenging ones in sienti� omputing today.

The partiipants of the workshop inlude mathematiians working in the theory of par-

tial di�erential equations, numerial analysts and engineers. Survey talks were given on

the strutures of 3D singularities, interfae singularities, singularities in eletromagnetism,

singularities in nonlinear problems, numerial treatment of singularities and engineering

appliations.

A book projet whih will inlude survey artiles about the topis at this workshop with

emphasis on 3D problems is underway. Further information about this workshop, inluding

slides from the presentations an be found at http://www.math.s.edu/�fem/ow02.html
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Abstrats

Anisotropi Finite Elements: Results and Challenges

Thomas Apel

We onsider partial di�erential equations in non-smooth three-dimensional domains. A

�nite element method with optimal onvergene requires anisotropi mesh re�nement to-

wards edges with large internal angles. Suh meshes ontain elements with a small mesh

size perpendiular to the edge (in the diretion of the rapid variation of the solution)

and a muh larger mesh size in the diretion of the edge. For a motivation we ompare

anisotropi and isotropi mesh re�nement in seleted examples and fous on a-priori error

estimates. In the seond part we suggest a multigrid sheme ombining semi-oarsening

and line smoothers to obtain a solver of optimal algorithmi omplexity for anisotropi

meshes along edges. Modern disretization methods do not work on one �xed mesh but

adapt it iteratively to the solution. Besides reliable and eÆient a-posteriori error estima-

tors, further information like the desired strething diretion and the appropriate aspet

ratio of the elements are neessary to obtain for the adaptive re�nement. The optimal

reonstrution of the mesh is one of the urrent hallenges.

Multigrid Methods for Singular Solutions and Stress Intensity Fators

Susanne C. Brenner

It is well-known that solutions of two-dimensional ellipti boundary value problems su�er

a loss of regularity near a point where there is a geometri singularity (e.g., a reentrant or-

ner or a rak tip), an abrupt hange in the boundary onditions (e.g., Dirihlet/Neumann),

or a disontinuity of the oeÆients of the di�erential operator (e.g., a ross point of an in-

terfae problem). This loss of regularity is detrimental to the onvergene of standard �nite

element methods using low order elements and quasi-uniform grids. Traditional remedies

inlude the p-version of the �nite element method and loal mesh-re�nement.

In this talk we show that using a multilevel approah the optimal onvergene rate for

the P1 �nite element method on quasi-uniform grids an be reovered at the presene of

singular points, provided we ombine the full multigrid methodology with the singular

funtion representation of the solution of the boundary value problem and the extration

formulas that express the stress intensity fators in terms of the solution.

Algebrai Convergene for Edge Elements in Polyhedral Domains

Annalisa Buffa

We onsider time harmoni Maxwell equations in a bounded Lipshitz polyhedron with

perfetly onduting boundary. Among the available Galerkin methods, we hoose the

approximation obtained by edge elements. Due to the presene of singularities, the onver-

gene of the sheme for uniform meshes is very poor. Given a k 2 N , we design a suitable

re�ning tehnique ensuring the speed of onvergene to be of order N

k=3

, N being the total

number of degrees of freedom.
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Approximation of Maxwell Singularities by

Higher Order Nodal Finite Elements

Martin Costabel

Near reentrant orners of a perfetly onduting boundary, eletromagneti �elds have

strong singularities that are not in H

1

. The standard regularized variational formulation of

the time-harmoni Maxwell equations, when disretized using nodal (C

0

) �nite elements,

leads to non-onvergent Galerkin methods. The weighted regularization method is a simple

modi�ation of the variational formulation that leads to onvergent nodal �nite element

methods.

In its hp version, the WRM is partiularly eÆient. For 2D problems, exponential

onvergene an be shown. The method works well for 3D problems, too. In the talk,

some points from the proof of exponential onvergene in 2D will be presented.

The onvergene behaviour will be illustrated by the the results of omputations in 2D

and in 3D. From the numerial omputations in 3D, in partiular for the \Fihera orner,"

we learn several interesting lessons:

� Polynomials of moderate degree (4, for example) are quite apable of approximating even

very singular funtions if the right variational formulation is used.

� It is advisable to use extremely strong re�nements near the edges and orners, even

though this leads to strongly anisotropi meshes.

Edge-Corner Interation Inside Polyhedral Singularities

Monique Dauge

Ellipti boundary value problems in polyhedral domains have singular solutions along

their edges and at their orners. The two end points of eah edge are orners of the

domain. Eah orner is assoiated to the one with whih the domain oinides at its

neighbourhood. This one itself possesses edges.

These two interations have their spei� e�ets:

(i) The edge oeÆients have speial behaviours at the end points of the edge;

(ii) The spherial part of orner singularities has sub-singularities.

These two interations will be lari�ed by the introdution and the omparison of two

di�erent expansions at a polyhedral orner.

As examples, we will onsider the Laplae operator, eletri potential transmission prob-

lems, the Maxwell system. We will mention the partiular and important ase of a domain

de�ned by the three-dimensional region exterior to a plane polygonal surfae (rak or

sreen problems).
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Corner Singularities in 3D:

Numerial Computation and Appliations

Atanas Dmitrov

It is well known that the solution of an ellipti boundary value problem may ontain

gradient singularities in a non-smooth domain. In the ase of ones or polyhedral orners

in R

3

the solution behaves in the viinity of the singular point asymptotially like

u =

X

i

k

j

X

k=0

K

ik

jxj

�

i

ln

k

(jxj)U

ik

(x=jxj); (1)

where �

i

are the singularity exponents, U

ik

the so alled angular funtions and K

ij

the

orner stress intensity fators (CSIFs). If one onsiders speial geometries or material prop-

erties the series (1) an be onstruted expliitly. However, for general three-dimensional

problems some numerial methods are needed.

In this talk we present a general numerial proedure for the omputation of orner

singularities in R

3

for ompressible elastiity and Stokes ow problems. The method is

based on a weak formulation and a Galerkin-Petrov nite-element approximation. In the

ase of Stokes ow problems (or inompressible elastiity) a mixed u; p formulation is used.

In both ases an algebrai eigenvalue problem from type

(P+ �Q+ �

2

R)d = 0; (2)

is obtained, whih depends only on x=jxj and not on jxj, due to a separation of variables.

Thus only a part of the unit sphere should be disretized. For the numerial solution of

(2) the iterative Arnoldi method is used and therefore only one diret matrix fatorization

as well as few matrix-vetor produts are needed to �nd all eigenvalues <(�) 2 (�0:5; 1:0)

as well as the orresponding eigenvetors simultaneously. In the ase of elasti problems

with homogeneous material properties also an adaptive remeshing tehnique based on a-

posteriori error estimation is provided. Some benhmark test show that this method is

robust and very aurate.

In the last part of the talk several numerial results are presented for illustrating the

appliability to problems of pratial interest. The results for the surfae-breaking rak

for instane are used to explain some 3D e�ets in rak propagation deteted by many

numerial and experimental �ndings in the framework of linear elasti frature mehanis.

On Nonlinear Elasti Material Models of Power-law Type

Dorothee Knees

This talk deals with nonlinear elasti materials where the onstitutive equations are of

power-law type. In frature mehanis one investigates for suh materials the orrespond-

ing HRR-�elds (Huthinson/Rie/Rosengren) in order to desribe the behaviour of raks

under loading. HRR-�elds are derived by the assumption that solutions an be deom-

posed as in the ase of linear ellipti equations into a singular and a more regular part:

u = u

sing

+ u

reg

= r

�

v

s

+ u

reg

, where (�; v

s

) is an eigenpair of a nonlinear eigenvalue prob-

lem. From the mathematial point of view it is an open problem whether or not variational

solutions admit suh an asymptoti expansion in the nonlinear ase in general.

In the talk we briey show existene of weak solutions. The main part deals with the

disussion of loal and global regularity results, whih an be derived by di�erene quotient

tehniques.

One onsequene of the results is that under the assumption that u = r

�

v

s

+ u

reg

, the

worst possible exponent � is exatly the exponent whih is alulated in the HRR-theory.
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Spae-time Regularity of the Solution to Maxwell's Equations in Singular

Domains

Simon Labrunie

I present various regularity results for the time-dependent Maxwell's equations. The

general results, based on the standard semi-group and variational theories, are valid for

any Lipshitz domain. They are optimal on the sales C

�

(in time) and H

s

(in spae) for

smooth or onvex domains.

This is no longer the ase for domains with singularities. In this ase, one an apply

the spae deomposition priniple, but this is of little pratial use for a general three-

dimensional domain, beause the spaes of singularities laks so far a pratial desription,

even though some interesting haraterisations of them are known.

On the other hand, when symmetry onsiderations allow to redue the equations to

two-dimensional problems, more preise results an be proven. They are also of the type

C

�

(0; T ;H

s

(
)), where the limiting exponents � and s are ontrolled by the geometry of

the singularities. These developments rely on known expliit expression for the singular

�elds, and on the singularity theory of the salar wave equation by Grisvard.

Singularities and Density Results in Eletromagnetism

Stephanie Lohrengel

The propagation of eletromagneti waves in polyhedral domains is haraterized by

singularities at orners and edges. These singularities may indue a lak of density of

the subspae of regular �elds in the involved funtional spae. The aim of the talk is to

give an overview of the di�erent situations that may our depending on the boundary

ondition (perfet ondutor or impedane b..) and the material properties of the body

(homogeneous or omposite). We further disuss the onsequenes of these density or

non-density results for a disretization by nodal �nite elements.

PDEs on Multistrutures and Appliations

Serge Niaise

The goal of my talk will be to give an overview of regularity results of solutions of PDE

on 2d and 3d-multistrutures, inluding the so-alled interfae problems. Some singular

deompositions will be presented. Some lower bounds of the orner singular exponents will

be given. The ase of Signorini's boundary onditions will be onsidered. Finally some

appliations will be shortly desribed.
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The Neumann Problem for Seond Order Ellipti Systems in Polyhedral

Domains

J

�

urgen Rossmann

The talk deals with the Neumann problem for ellipti systems of seond order di�erential

equations in a polyhedral one. In partiular, the Green matrix for this problem is studied.

One of the main results are point estimates for the Green matrix and its derivatives. These

estimates are used to prove

1. the solvability of the Neumann problem in weighted L

p

Sobolev and H�older spaes,

2. the existene of weak solutions in weighted L

p

Sobolev spaes,

3. regularity assertions for the solutions.

As an example, the Neumann problem for the Lam�e system is onsidered. A feature of

this problem is that � = 1 is always an eigenvalue of the operator penils haraterizing

the singularities of the solutions near the edges. Therefore, an H

2

regularity result for the

solutions is not obvious.

Weakly Nonlinear Boundary Value Problems in Non-smooth Domains

Anna-Margarete S

�

andig

In omparison with the linear ase the theory of nonlinear problems in nonsmooth do-

mains is muh less developed. We distinguish between weakly and strongly nonlinear

boundary value problems. The weakly nonlinear problems are haraterized by the fat

that a linearized problem dominates the singular behaviour of bounded small solutions. To

this lass belong semilinear equations (the prinipal part is linear) and a lass of quasilin-

ear equations where the oeÆients satisfy ertain growth onditions. Well know examples

are the stationary Navier-Stokes system, where solutions near orner points or edges be-

have like solutions of the Stokes system or the von Karman plate equations, where the

singular behaviour is dominated by the Kirhho� plate model. The singularities of the

seond lass, the strongly nonlinear problems, annot be desribed by the singularities of

a linearized problem. To this lass belong the p-Laplaian, physially and geometrially

nonlinear elasti materials and pseudo-plasti ows.

The main topi of this leture is to give an overview on weakly nonlinear boundary value

problems in domains with orners and edges. We start with semilinear systems and onsider

the stationary Navier-Stokes equations system. Then we investigate systems of quasilinear

partial di�erential equations, performing the analysis in weighted Sobolev spaes with

attahed asymptotis. This attahed asymptotis is generated by the singularities of the

solutions of a linearized problem. Applying the Loal Invertibility Theorem in these spaes

we �nd growth onditions whih imply small solutions of the nonlinear problem having the

same asymptoti behaviour as the solutions of the linearized problem. The main tools are

multipliation theorems and properties of omposition (Nemytskij) operators in weighted

Sobolev spaes. The general results are illustrated by examples.
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Composite Finite Elements and Multigrid

Stefan Sauter

Composite Finite Elements allow the disretisation of ellipti PDEs on ompliated

domains, where the minimal number of unknowns is independent of the possibly very

ompliated shape of the domain. They an be used in the ontext of multigrid methods

to solve high-dimensional �nite element disretizations on very ompliated domains. We

will prove for some model problems that the onvergene of the omposite �nite element

multigrid method is robust with respet to the size and number of geometri details.

hp-approximation of Time Singularities in Evolution Problems

Christoph Shwab

We disuss analyti time-regularity of paraboli evolution problems. Boundary inom-

patibility of initial data and nonlinearity is well known to ause a loss of time analytiity.

We desribe weighted Gevrey lasses, the weight desribing the loss of time-regularity.

Time semidisretization by hp time-stepping is shown to give exponential rates of on-

vergene.

We apply the results to the rapid solution of paraboli problems whih marh from t = 0

to T > 0 with N degrees of freedom in O(N jlogN j

a

) work.

A Multigrid Method for Edge Singularities

Li-yeng Sung

We will disuss a multigrid method that an ompute edge singularities eÆiently using

only low order �nite elements on quasi-uniform grids (This is joint work with S.C. Brenner

and S. Niaise).

Singularities and Boundary Layers in Solid Mehanis: An Engineering

Perspetive

Barna Szab

�

o

Singularities and boundary layers are of onsiderable interest in mathematial analysis

beause they haraterize the regularity of the solution. The solutions in the neighbour-

hoods of singular points and generally at steep stress gradients are of great engineering

interest also beause failure events typially originate in those neighbourhoods. Most of

the development work to date has been onerned with linear models.

The question of why and under what onditions is it possible to employ linear models for

the predition of failure in solid bodies, an essentially nonlinear phenomenon, is addressed.

Engineering omputations are usually performed with one of three objetives in mind: (a)

Establishment of riteria for design; (b) design, and () erti�ation of design.

Establishment of design riteria is a ontinuously evolving proess. It involves the for-

mulation of a hypothesis and experimental testing to determine whether to aept or rejet

the hypothesis. The ultimate goal is to validate a hypothesis for a widest possible range

of onditions. Sine the parameters postulated by the hypothesis are not observable di-

retly, they must be determined by omputation. The asymptoti expansions in linear

models have been used very suessfully for metalli bodies subjeted to yli loading.
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The investigation of design riteria for omposite materials and metals at elevated temper-

atures is muh more ompliated and typially requires that non-linear behaviour be taken

into aount. This suggests the need for extending the investigation of ritial regions to

nonlinear models. Examples will be presented.

Potential in a Polygonal Body Coated with a Thin Dieletri Layer

Gregory Vial

Approximate boundary onditions appear in many appliations in eletromagnetism:

aneho��d hambers, wave absorption by dieletri layers. In suh situations, in order to

determine the �eld, we need to solve a transmission problem in a domain - bounded or

not - with a thin dieletri layer of thikness � � 1. For the numerial treatment, a �ne

mesh is needed, the elements being of size �: the omputation beomes very long and may

not be aurate. That leads us to replae the thin layer by a boundary ondition, alled

approximate boundary ondition or impedane ondition. In the new problem - whih is

lose to the original one - the thin layer does not appear anymore and we an use a oarser

mesh.

The derivation of suh boundary onditions is well-known in the ase of smooth domains:

it is based on the onstrution of an asymptoti expansion of the solution as �! 0, obtained

via a dilation of the thin layer in the normal diretion. We are here interested in a two-

dimensional situation of a orner domain. Singularities appear near the orner and we

annot perform the same tehnique as in the smooth ase.

Our method onsists in a deomposition of the solution into regular and singular parts:

the �rst one an be studied via the \smooth tehniques". But the seond one requires

tools oming from the theory of singularities in orner domains (Mellin transforms). We

introdue an auxiliary problem in an in�nite setor, whih allows the onstrution of pro�les

whih are the bases of the struture of the expansion of the singular part near the orner.

The omplete expansion involves non-integer omponents of �, depending on the opening

of the orner. The impedane onditions are not as eÆient as in the smooth ase: the

nearer the angle is from 2�, the less preise is the approximation of the thin layer by the

impedane ondition.

Numerial tests have been performed with the library M

�

ELINA. The illustration of the

asymptoti expansion needs very aurate results, allowed by high order elements. The

p-version is partiularly adapted to our ase beause we an use anisotropi elements in

the layer.

This is joint work with Gabriel Caloz and Monique Dauge.

Computing Singular Charateristis of the Ellipti 2-D and 3-D Problems

Using p-FEM

Zohar Yosibash

As well known the solution of linear ellipti 2nd order PDEs desribing heat transfer and

elastiity problems, an be expressed by an asymptoti series in the viinity of singular

points in 2-D domains or edges/verties in 3-D domains. It is typially haraterized by

a sequene of eigenpairs and their orresponding oeÆients. The determination of these

eigenpairs, and reliable omputation of the oeÆients of the asymptoti expansion will

be addressed in this talk. These are of pratial engineering importane beause failure

theories involve them.
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Several methods for the omputation of eigen-pairs (modi�ed Steklov method, the deter-

minant method, and others), and the determination of the oeÆients of the asymptoti

expansion for 2-D singularities (spae enrihment, dual-singular integral also known as

CIM, and omplementary energy method) will be presented and disussed in terms of

robustness, eÆieny and ease of generalization. Some of the methods are implemented

in a p-FEM ode, and their performane will be illustrated (superonvergent rates of the

omputed data is demonstrated).

In 3-D domains, the singular asymptoti expansion is more ompliated: it ontains

edge singularities, vertex singularities and vertex-edge singularities. The harateristis

of vertex singularities an be omputed as a straight forward extension of the methods

enountered in 2-D domains, whereas edge-singularities have a speial struture inluding

so-alled shade eigen-funtions. The speial representation of the edge singularities for

the simpli�ed Laplae operator will be presented, and methods for the omputation of

their harateristis will be demonstrated by numerial methods. Speial methods for the

omputation of the edge ux intensity funtions, developed by M. Costabel and M. Dauge

are used in onjuntion with the p-FEM and numerial examples are shown.

Edited by Susanne C. Brenner
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